We use the Renormalization Group method to study the Bose-Einstein condensation of the interacting dilute magnons which appears in three dimensional spin systems in magnetic field. The obtained temperature dependence of the critical field H c (T) -H c (0) ~ T 2 is different from the recent self-consistent Hartree-FockPopov calculations (cond-matt 0405422) in which a T 3/2 dependence was reported. The origin of this difference is discussed in the framework of quantum critical phenomena.
INTRODUCTION
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) remains one of the most exotic predictions of the quantum mechanics. In the last half-decade a continue interest have been shown with respect to this phenomena because of its experimental evidence in ultra-cooled diluted atomic gases. It is also known that a quantum spin system can be mapped onto an interacting Bose gas. The analogy between a quantum spin system which presents long-range order, and an interacting Bose gas, which presents BEC, is well known for a long time [1] . Recently, these systems became of great interest because the experimental data on the ladder systems showed the possibility of a quantum phase transition (QPT) driven by the magnetic field [2] .
A quantum spin liquid is characterized by a finite magnetic correlation length, which is inversely proportional to the energy gap, ∆, between the singlet ground state and the lowest triplet excitation. The effect of a magnetic field on a gapped system is especially interesting for a small gap. Application of on external magnetic field cause a linear reduction of ∆ by the Zeeman effect. The ground state become gapless and the system can undergo 3D magnetic ordering.
The existence of the magnetic order in the spin-gap magnetic compounds was predicted by a standard mean-field theory for spins [3] . However, several characteristic features cannot be explained by this theory. For example, the cusp-like minimum of the magnetization as a function of the temperature at the transition, and the power-law like dependence of the critical field
in the low temperature regime. A monotonic decrease of the magnetization and an exponentially approach of the critical field ( ) c H T to its zero-temperature limit (0) c H are rather predicted by the mean-field theory. These features were better interpreted, at least qualitatively, as a Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of the spin triplet excitations (magnons) [4] . As the temperature is lowered a decrease of the number of the non-condensed magnons together with an increase of the condensed magnons below the transition give rise to the cusp-like minimum of the magnetization. The self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Popov (HFP) theory predicted a power-low dependence with the exponent 3 2 Φ = / [5] . In the case of quantum spin liquid systems it is possible to tune the density of magnons by magnetic field [5, 6] or pressure [7] . As the magnetic field can be easily controlled -which correspond to the chemical potential of the magnonsthese systems provide new possibilities for the study of BEC in grand-canonical ensemble with a tunable chemical potential.
The XCuCl 3 compounds, with X = Tl, K, and MH 4 realize especially interesting systems. Magnetization plateaus are observed in NH 4 CuCl 3 , while KCuCl 3 and TlCuCl 3 show magnetic-field induced critical phenomena. The quantum magnetism is based on S = 1/2 spins of Cu 2+ ions, arranged as planar dimmers of Cu 2 Cl 6 .
The compound which offered the possibility of performing many measurements is TlCuCl 3 which is composed of a chemical double chain Cu 2 Cl 6 . The magnetic susceptibility, measured as function of temperature T for three different directions of the magnetic field, exhibit a broad maxima at T = 38 K, decreasing to zero with the temperature decreasing [5] . This result indicates that the compound has an excitation gap ~7 K ∆ above the singlet ground state. This gap may by attributed to the anti-ferromagnetic dimer coupling in the double chain [6] . In a magnetic field H the gap for S z = -1 excitations is reduced as .
Reaching a field of ( )
The magnon dispersion has been investigated theoretically [8] and experimentally by inelastic neutron scattering [9] . The experiments showed that the magnon modes are split into three by magnetic field with the splitting proportional to the field, and the lower modes becomes soft at the critical field H c .
An important result has been obtained by Sherman et al. [10] by sound attenuation in TlCuCl 3 in magnetic field at low temperatures. The occurence of the sharp peak in the sound attenuation near the BEC critical temperature and the Drude form of the sound dumping suggested a constant weak magnon-magnon coupling. The sound attenuation suggested a magnons dispersion like The form of the magnon dispersion (called "relativistic") changes the dynamics of the system and we expect Φ = 2. This conjecture is one of the most important result of Ref. [10] and we will use it for the model of the magnon condensation.
The existence of a induced magnetic field-spin transition has been proposed by Giamarchi and Tsvelik [11] considering as a possible mechanism the BEC of the soft mode. The Hartree-Fock approximation using the Hamiltonian from the theory of BEC in dilute bosonic gases with effective chemical potential ( )
g H H µ = µ − has been applied [4] to calculate the temperature dependence of magnetization. Near the critical temperature T c this approximation breaks down and the magnetization is expected to behave likẽ We can conclude that the system analyzed here has some important characteristics. First, we mention the small three-dimensional (3D) character of the system which leads to a small gap. Another important feature is the decreasing of the number of thermal excitations with the increasing of the magnetic field, and as a consequence the driving of the condensate to T = 0 behavior.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. II we present the model based on the already presented experimental data. The Sect. III is devoted to the Renormalization Group (RNG) formulation and to present the low temperature quantum critical properties of the system. Sec. IV contain the main results of the paper, the relevant thermodynamic quantities next to the quantum critical point. Finally, in the last section we will discuss the results and compare with other theoretical approaches and experimental evidence.
MICROSCOPIC MODEL
For the theoretical description of the physical properties of TlCuCl 3 system close to the quantum critical point we will use the general formalism of the RNG applied for bosonic systems [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and recently reconsidered for the spin systems [19] .
The general form of the action, generated by a Hubbard-Stratonivich transformation used to describe the magnon condensation in magnetic field can be written as: (2) (4) eff eff eff
where:
Here ( ) k φ is a bosonic field associated to the order parameter fluctuations and we introduced the notations ( ), n k = ,ω k ω n being the bosonic Matsubara frequency and
Higher order terms in the action given by Eq. (3) are neglected. In Eq. (3) ( ) k χ is the magnon propagator and u 0 the bare coupling constant. Using [10] we write the magnon propagator as 
RENORMALIZATION GROUP EQUATIONS
We follow the standard Wilson RNG scaling procedure for this action in the (k, ω n ) Fourier space. Reducing the degrees of freedom and re-scaling the wave vectors ,
and the fluctuation fields ( ), k φ for the 3-dimensional case to one loop approximation we obtain the following renormalization group equations at finite temperature T:
where n is the number of components of the fluctuation field ( ), k φ 3 2 1 2 K = π and we use the dynamical critical exponent z = 1 for this quantum model. The functions 1 2 F , are characteristic functions for the model [16] .
In order to extract all the possible information about criticality and thermodynamic properties of the model here considered, we have to solve the system of eqs. (6), (7) and (8) 
T T T = ≡
One expects both r 0 and u 0 to depend on temperature, but this dependence is usually negligible in comparison to that near criticality, so we will not use it explicitly in this paper.
It is a difficult task to solve the RNG equations with such initial conditions. In the original pioneering treatment [22] a so called "quantum" regime at T = 0 and a "classical" one as T → ∞ were considered in order to iterate the RNG transformation. The critical behavior in the classical regime is governed by the finite-temperature fixed point which are usually expressed in terms of a new coupling parameter .
In this situation the quantum degrees of freedom are suppressed and any quantum system behaves as a classical one in terms of distance from the critical point 0 0 . for the non-Gaussian one. The same technique, developed in [16] , allows us to solve the RNG equations in certain conditions. Note that the temperature T as well as the parameter r, is a relevant scalar field ( ( ) ).
l T l Te = Although, a small but finite value of T measure a deviation from the critical surface, the parameter T cannot be treated as r since functions 1 2 
cannot be expanded in power series of T. Because of this we need to solve the RNG equations in the low-temperature regime.
We can approximate 2 1 [ ( ) ( )] 4 F r l T l , within this limit, and consequently the equation for u can be linearized. The solution of Eq. (7) has the simple form: 
. 16
We can in this way determine the critical line by imposing that the scalar field is zero ( ) 0. r t l = The expression of ( ) r t l has been calculated in Ref. [16] for the three dimensional case as:
Our main result can be summarized as follows. We obtained the critical exponent Φ = 2, which is in a better agreement with existent experimental data (Φ = 2.2). The magnetization calculated in our approach is 3 2 T / dependent. The critical temperature ( ) c T H has a dependence given by Eq. (25) with 2 α = in agreement with [6] .
The specific heat calculated by RNG method has a logarithmic correction as was expected. The T dependence of C υ is not relevant if we consider a magnetic field driven QPT, then we consider it by respect to the dependence of H(T). Such an experiment has been done [6] and we can notice a small anomaly in this dependence. But a final decision about the H(T) dependence of our Eq.(25) cannot be taken.
The agreement between the experimental data and the theory presented in [21] appears in our opinion due to the fact that the authors considered, on a very narrow interval, a linear dependence between the critical field ( ) c H T and the critical density n c . This approximation can be valid for 0 002 c n < . which describes a part of the real temperature dependence of ( ). 
